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It is well known that the intercalation of montmorillonite (Mt) with organic cations is a fast process. During the intercalation, the
interaction between the original cations and the structure layer of Mt keeps changing, and the basal spacing of Mt keeps increasing
until an organic environment has been built in the interlayer. Many properties of Mt also change during the intercalation, such as
hydrophobic or hydrophilic property and thermal stability. In this research, the impact of intercalation on the properties ofMt was
studied by investigating the change in basal spacing and energy that coordinates the interlayer cations during the intercalation of
Mt with organic cations.*e interaction between interlayer cations and the layers in theMt structure and the change in the system
energy were obtained by using molecular dynamics simulation. All the experiment and calculation results provide a theoretical
proof in organic intercalation mechanism.

1. Introduction

Clay minerals have a wide range of properties, which make
them important to the earth sciences, engineering, and
industry. Clay minerals have a layered structure at the
nanoscale, and each layer consists of some combinations of
two layer types with silicon tetrahedra and aluminum oc-
tahedra as basic units [1, 2]. Due to the positive charge, the
interlayer cations can interact through electrostatic in-
teractions with the silicon tetrahedral [3]. Mt is a layered
aluminosilicate with negatively charged layers compensated
by cations such as Na+ (Na-Mt) and Ca2+ (Ca-Mt). *e
cations can be exchanged by suitable ions or polymers [4].
Numerous previous studies have focused on the charac-
terization of alkyl ammonium cations arrangement and
conformation after intercalation in the interlayer of layered
silicates [5–7]. *e structure of the surfactant (e.g., chain
length, number of long chains, and head group) and the
intrinsic properties of the original clay material have
a combined effect on the structure and properties of the
resultant organoclay [5, 8, 9]. Until now, only few studies on

the organic intercalation mechanism have been reported.
And the researches in organic intercalation of Mt are not
systematic, which have not resolved the essential problems
[10, 11].

However, the secondary driving forces include hydro-
phobicity of organic cations, intermolecular repulsion,
diffusion of interlayer cations, Van der Waals force [7, 12].
As the amount of organic cations in the interlayer increases,
arrangement of interlayer cations is gradually changed from
monolayer paralleled to bilayer paralleled or bilayer paral-
leled and monolayer tilt [9, 13]. Structures of organic cations
(chain length and functional groups) and its interaction with
Mt have influences on structure and performance of organic
Mt [12, 14]. Many researchers’ characterized arrangement
and conformation of alkyl ammonium cations intercalated
Mt. Stacking density of alkyl ammonium cations, amount of
intercalated cations, leads to variations of interlayer ar-
rangement [15] and spacing of Mt. *e remarkable devel-
opment of molecular computer simulations is very helpful in
demonstrating a chemical evolution on the structure and
behavior of clay minerals on the atomic level. Molecular
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modeling (MD) has been widely used to study the interlayer
structural characteristics of clay minerals from atomic-level
insights on the structural features of the system [16–19]. MD
simulations methods were also employed to study the mi-
croscopic aspects of the interaction of organic cations with
theMt surface, and the methods could obtain the interaction
energy and work of adhesion [20–26].

In montmorillonite crystal structure, aluminum ions in
aluminum-oxygen octahedron are easily replaced by var-
ious ions such as magnesium or iron, while the silicon ions
in silicon-oxygen are easily replaced by aluminum.
Meantime, cations like Na+ or Ca2+ can be filled into the
interlayer space to balance the charge, ascribed to the weak
interaction force, such as Van de Waals force, between
them. Cations in the interlayer of Mt, such as Na＋ and Ca2
＋, are hydrated, so the spacing of Mt is actually a function
of water content. With different types of interlayer cations,
the distribution, hydration, and diffusion properties in the
interlayer of Mt are different [27–30]. Only few researchers
reported the relative position relation of interlayer cations
and replaced Mg2+ [31–34], and it is hard to explain this
microscopic issue by experimental methods. Furthermore,
as there are exchangeable cations in the Mt interlayer space,
it is easy for organic intercalation process to get organic Mt.
Some organic Mt can be applied to medicine, paint, drilling
fluid, etc [35], which will greatly expand the application of
Mt. However, as the process of organic cations intercalating
Mt is the interaction of multiple forces, the research and
description on intercalation process and mechanism are
not clear. *e researchers did not focus on interaction force
between layer and interlayer cations [36]. To solve the
process of organic intercalation, it is an effective method to
use molecular dynamic simulation through the simple
model to fundamental interactions between organic
monomers and Mt.

In this paper, the mechanism of Mt intercalation with
organic cations and properties of organic modified Mt were
studied by investigating the energy change and the order in
which cations were exchanged in the process of Mt in-
tercalation with butylimidazole chlorides. XRD and TG-
DTA were undertaken to characterize the change in basal
spacing and thermal stability of Mt. Numerous previous
studies have focused on the characterization of 1-butyl-3-
methylimidazolium chloride monohydrate (C4mimCl) ar-
rangement and conformation after intercalation in the in-
terlayer of layered silicates. *e aim of the experiment is to
study the position of Mg replacing Al in the Mt octahedron
and interaction with interlayer Na+ in detail. *e interaction
between Na+ and silicon-oxygen tetrahedron will affect the
intercalation of organic cations.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials. *e Mt obtained from the Clay Mineral
Repositories in Purdue University (West Lafayette, IN) was
used without further purification. It has a chemical formula
of (Ca0.12 Na0.32 K0.05)[Al3.01 Fe(III)0.41 Mg0.54][Si7.98 Al0.02]
O20(OH)4, a CEC of 85 ± 3mmolc/100 g [37], a layer charge
of 0.32 eq/mol per (Si,Al)4O10 [38], an external surface area

(ESA) of 23m2/g, respectively [5], and amean particle size of
3.2 μm with a d25 to d75 in the range of 3–10 μm.

1-Butyl-3-methylimidazolium chloride monohydrate
(CAS#: 79917-90-1, C4mimCl) was obtained from Shanghai
Darui Finechemical Co. Ltd. (Shanghai, China). *ey have
pKa values of 7.08 ± 0.1 due to protonation of both nitrogen
atoms.

2.2. Methods. For C4mimCl intercalation into the Mt in-
terlayer, a desired amount of C4mimCl was dissolved in
100mL of distilled water followed by the addition of 0.5 g of
synthetic Mt. *e mixtures were stirred at 40°C for 6 h. After
the mixtures were centrifuged at 10000 rpm for 20min, the
supernatants were filtered through syringe filters with the
size of 0.22 μm before being analyzed for equilibrium
C4mimCl concentrations. *e final solid products were
washed six times with deionized water and dried at 65°C.

Powder XRD analyses were performed on a Rigaku
D/max-III a diffractometer (Tokyo, Japan) with a Ni-filtered
Cu Kα radiation at 30 kV and 20mA. Orientated samples
were scanned from 3° to 10° at 2°/min with a scanning step of
0.01°. Powder samples were packed in horizontally held
trays. *e changes in the XRD peak positions reflect the
intercalation of the organic cations into layered silicates. *e
Bragg equation was applied to calculate the basal spacing of
Mt platelets. *e gallery sizes in intercalated hybrids were
deduced from XRD peak positions of (001) of the hybrids.

*ermogravimetric (TG) analyses were carried out on
TGA Q-500 (TA Instruments, New Castle, USA) from room
temperature to 800°C, at a heating rate of 10°C/min under
a nitrogen flow of 60ml/min. TG curves were used to de-
termine the percentage of weight loss [32]. Differential
scanning calorimetry (DSC) was performed using a differen-
tial scanning calorimeter (TA Instruments Q100) fitted with
a cooling system using liquid nitrogen. It was calibrated with
an indium standard. Samples of 6mg Mt were accurately
weighed into aluminum pans and sealed and then heated from
30 to 800°C at 10°C/min under a nitrogen flow of 60ml/min.

Molecular simulation was performed using the module
“CASTEP” of Materials Studio 6.0 software to investigate the
sorption sites of C4mimCl on Mt. *e primitive unit cell of
Mt was optimized with the generalized gradient approxi-
mation (GGA) for the exchange-correlation potential
(PW91) which is appropriate for the relatively weak in-
teractions present in the models studied. *e resulting
primitive unit cell was expressed by the parameters a �

15.540 Å, b � 17.940 Å, c � 12.56 Å, and α � c � 90°, β � 99°.
Based on the primitive unit cell, a series of (3 × 2 × 1)
supercells were built with the spacing of layers set to 12.34 Å,
12.72 Å, 13.11 Å, and 13.43 Å, respectively. To investigate the
intercalating mechanism of C4mimCl in the pure Mt layer,
a simulated annealing algorithm was used to perform ca-
nonical Monte Carlo (MC) simulation with C4mimCl as
adsorbed on the layer of pure Mt. For the grafted (the in-
teraction force with Mt layer) Mt, MC simulation was
conducted with C4mimCl as adsorbed.*e number of cycles
is set to 3, and the step of one cycle is 106, a representative
part of the interface devoid of any arbitrary boundary effects.
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All the bonded terms were calculated based on CVFF, except
for the OH bond and angles in the clay framework which
were calculated from CLAYFF. *e temperature was set at
298K, and time was 1 ns with a time step of 1 fs. *e data
were collected on the last 200 ps for later analyses. Based on
the structure of the preferential adsorption model of
C4mimCl in the layer of Mt predicted by MC calculation,
GGA-PW91 was used to optimize the structure again and to
predict the interaction energy between C4mimCl and Mt
layer to a greater accuracy. All of the GGA-PW91 calcula-
tions were performed using a double numerical plus po-
larization (DNP)function as the basis set and density
functional theory-dispersion (DFT-D) correction. So for all
calculations, the heavy atoms of Mt were frozen, whereas the
hydrogen of Mt and C4mimCl molecules were fully relaxed.

3. Results

3.1. Properties of Na-Mt and C4-Mt. *e nature of organic
intercalation is exchanging the interlayer cation of Mt with
the organic cation, and the process is affected by the energy of
the interlayer cation. Intercalating Mt with C4minCl solution
of 50, 200, and 1000mg/L was used to obtain organic Mt
samples C4-Mt-1, C4-Mt-2, and C4-Mt-3. *e interlayer
spacing value of Mt varies with different intercalation con-
centrations (Figure 1), and the value increased from 12.34 Å
to 13.0 1 Å (50mg/L) and 13.65 Å (200mg/L) and finally
reached 14.25 Å with the C4minCl solution of 1000mg/L.
(001) crystal face diffraction peaks of intercalatedMt are sharp
and narrow, indicating that the interlayer C4minCl is well
distributed and stable in Mt gallery.

*e results demonstrates that the organic cation with
different initial concentrations leading to organic Mt with
various interlayer spacing is related to the intercalation
amount and the arrangement of interlayer organic cations.
Previous works also showed that organic cations entered Mt
gallery by ion exchange, and different organic intercalation
amounts imply different amounts of inorganic cations ex-
changed, among which some cations exchanged firstly and
some later [39, 40].

*e TG curves of Na-Mt and C4-Mt (Figure 2(a)) shows
obvious distinctions in weight loss curves of Na-Mt and
organic intercalated Na-Mt. At the range of 50 to 200°C, Na-
Mt has a weight loss of 2.5%, owing to detachment of in-
terlayer water and adsorbed water.*e weight loss decreased
as the intercalation amount increased, and the weight loss of
C4-Mt-1, C4-Mt-2, and C4-Mt-3 at 50–200°C are 2%, 1.5%,
and 1%, respectively. *ese samples are with the same Mt
structure, and the adsorbed water amount is similar.
*erefore, the difference in weight loss is mainly ascribed to
the loss of different interlayer binding water amounts of the
three samples, and more interlayer organic cations lead to
a less binding water amount. *en at the range of 300 to
500°C, no weight loss of Na-Mt was observed, while 8%, 11%,
and 12% weight loss of C4-Mt-1, C4-Mt-2, and C4-Mt-3
occurred, indicating interlayer C4min+ decomposed and
more interlayer C4min+ resulting in greater loss. From 500 to
700°C, both C4-Mt and Na-Mt have weight loss of 5%, owing
to decomposition of structural water.

In general, Mt has two major endothermic peaks (Fig-
ure 2(b)). *e first one occurred at 80–250°corresponding to
evaporation of absorbed water and water that coordinates
interlayer cations. *e second peak can be observed at
600–700°C due to the loss of the structural hydroxyl group.
Obvious differences can be found between the DTA curves
of C4-Mt (red) and Na-Mt (blue) too. For Na-Mt, there are
two endothermic peaks as the temperature increases: (1) the
peak corresponds to the loss of absorbed surface water and
water in the interlayer at 80°C; (2) the peak corresponds to
the loss of the structural hydroxyl group at 650°C, which
causes structural distortion without amorphization. *e first
endothermic valley (50–200°C) of C4-Mt-1, C4-Mt-2, and
C4-Mt-3 locates in higher temperature than first endo-
thermic valley of Na-Mt, indicating that the endothermic
valley increased as the intercalation amount increased. *e
second endothermic valley (300–500°C) also increased along
with the intercalation amount due to decomposition of
organic cations.

In summary, organic cations enter gallery by ion ex-
change mechanism, and inorganic are not being exchanged
at the same time but one after the other. Stability of in-
terlayer organic cations are different, leading to diverse
decomposition temperatures. Molecular dynamics simula-
tion was carried out to explain the energy of interlayer
inorganic cations and exchange and intercalation process of
organic cations.

3.2. Molecular Simulation of Na-Mt. Basal spacing of Na-Mt
was 12.34 Å (Figure 1). As the charge-balancing cation, Na+
in the interlayer of Mt tends to hydrate with water molecule,
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Figure 1: X-ray diffraction patterns of montmorillonite in-
tercalated with C4mimCl (d/Å).
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which will result in an increase in basal spacing. Based on
negative layer charge of Mt, three Al atoms were replaced by
Mg atoms in 12 unit cells during the process of simulation
construction, leaving a layer charge of −3 counterbalanced by
three Na+. According to the simulation results (Figure 3(a)),
there are two water molecules around every Na+ in the in-
terlayer with oxygen atoms towards Na+. *e distances be-
tween each water molecule and Na+ are not the same [40, 41];
for example, Na+ on the left side, one of the Na+–O distance is
2.192 Å while the other one is 3.786 Å. A similar result can be
drawn from the other two Na+: for the distances between
water molecules and Na+, there is always one <2.5 Å and one
>3 Å. *e force between two atoms is inversely associated
with the distance between them.*e stronger the electrostatic
force is, the shorter the distance between two atoms will be.
Apart from that, the force existed between Na+ and oxygen of
the six oxygen rings of the silicon-oxygen tetrahedron. *e
shortest distance between Na+ and oxygen in silicon-oxygen
tetrahedron is 2.423 Å, 2.356 Å, and 2.264 Å, respectively. Na-
Mt has a basal spacing of 12.34 Å with a layer thickness of
9.8 Å, so the space for Na·H2O+ should be 2.54 Å (12.34–9.8).
Because the shortest distance between Na+ and the surface of
silicon-oxygen tetrahedron is 1.545 Å, there should be one
layer of Na·H2O+ in the middle of Mt. It can be found that all
three Na+ ions are distributed on top of the six oxygen rings of
silicon-oxygen tetrahedron and are closer to the Mg position
because the negative charge caused by ion substitution in the
octahedron layer increases the electric field and results in an
increase in electrostatic energy for Na+ (Figure 3(b)). To sum
up, Na+ in the interlayer ofMt can form hydrated cations with
water molecules, and some of them can form relatively weak
bond with the oxygen in the silicon-oxygen tetrahedron,
which means Na-Mt is exchangeable.

3.3. Simulation of the Intercalation Process of Mt by Organic
Cations. *e order that the three Na+ in Mt exchanged by
C4mim+ related to the free energy between Na+ and silicon-
oxygen tetrahedron.*e closest distance between Na+ on the
right (Na+-1) and oxygen of silicon-oxygen tetrahedron is

2.423 Å (Figure 3(a)), which is the longest one. Because
longer distance means weaker free energy between them,
Na+ on the right got exchanged firstly during the in-
tercalation. *e water around that Na+ was also exchanged
leaving out only C4mim+ in the place. Because the closest
distance between Na+ in C4mim+ and oxygen in the silicon-
oxygen tetrahedron is 3.834 Å (Figure 4(a)), which is too
long to form any chemical bond, C4mim+ is arranged
parallel to the layer, and the basal spacing of Mt is increased
by 0.38 Å to 12.72 Å. For the other two Na+, the closest
distance between them and the oxygen in silicon-oxygen
tetrahedron turns out to be 2.392 Å and 2.039 Å, which is
longer than that before the interaction. *is means that
more energy will be needed to enable those two Na+ ex-
changed by C4mim+.

As the intercalation continues, Na+ (Na+-2) that has
a closest distance to the oxygen in silicon-oxygen tetrahe-
dron of 2.356 Å was exchanged next (Figure 4(b)) and Na+
(Na+-3) with the shortest distance to the oxygen in silicon-
oxygen tetrahedron was exchanged last (Figure 4(b)). *e
shorter the distance between Na+ and silicon-oxygen tet-
rahedron is, the stronger the free energy was between them,
and the more difficult it can be for ion exchange. *e closest
distances between C4mim+ in places of Na+-2 and Na+-3
with oxygen in silicon-oxygen tetrahedron are 3.742 Å and
3.493 Å, respectively. Besides, the free energy between them
is very weak. When Na+-2 and Na+-3 were exchanged, the
basal spacing of Mt was increased to 13.11 Å. And the basal
spacing turns out to be 13.43 Å after all of Na+ were ex-
changed, which is consistent with the XRD result that basal
spacing of Mt increases as the amount of C4mim+ in-
tercalated increases. When all Na+ were exchanged, the
closest distance between three C4mim+ and oxygen in
silicon-oxygen tetrahedron is 4.633 Å, 4.057 Å, and 3.589 Å,
respectively (Figure 4(c)), which were all larger than 2.5 Å
and larger than that when the first two C4mim+ were in-
tercalated (Figures 4(a) and 4(b)). C4mim+ has a very weak
interaction with the structure layer and cannot form bonds
with oxygen in silicon-oxygen tetrahedron. *ey arranged
as a single layer in the interlayer region parallel to the
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Figure 2: TG (a) and DTA (b) curves of Na-Mt and C4-Mt. Na-Mt (red), C4-Mt-1 (pink), C4-Mt-2 (green), and C4-Mt-3 (blue).
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structure layer in the interlayer region. Cations in the
interlayer of Mt exchanged under the action of external
mechanical energy, and the energy of C4mim+ keeps
changing during intercalating Mt (Table1), which in-
dicates the stability of the structure. As the amount of the
intercalated cations increases, the energy keeps in-
creasing, Mt-3C4 (−866 eV) > Mt-2C4 (−547 eV) > Mt-
1C4 (−221 eV), and the basal spacing increases. As we
know, the lower the energy is, the more stable the
structure will be, and the more uniform the distribution
of C4mim+ will be [13, 42, 43].

In Section 3.1, it was established in the DTA discussion
that Mt becomes hydrophobic after being intercalated with
C4mim+, and there were no free water molecules in the

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 4: Molecular dynamic simulation of the distance of Na+ and C4mim+ with [SiO4].

Table 1: Interaction energies of four kinds of the intercalation
model of C4mim+.

Model d001 (Å) △E (eV)
C4-Mt-1 12.72 −221
C4-Mt-2 13.11 −547
C4-Mt-3 13.43 −866

Figure 3: Molecular dynamic simulation of the distance of Na+ with [SiO4]. For all species, C � gray, N � blue, H � white, O � red, Si �

yellow, Na � purple, Al � pink, and Mg � green.
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interlayer after the drying process at low temperature.
However, the intercalation of Mt with organic cations occurs
in solution, which means that water molecules can enter the
interlayer of Mt and interact with C4mim+ (Figure 5). So
interaction between C4mim+ and water deserves further
discussion. *e samples were dried at 60°C before TGA, and
the loss of water that coordinates cations for Na-Mt and C4-
Mt are totally different, indicating that water interacts with
them differently. In order to determine the hypothesis above,
a simulation was conducted. To simplify the model, one
C4mim+ with 10 water molecules around was arranged in the
interlayer of Mt to simulate the state in solution and to in-
vestigate the interaction between C4mim+ and water mole-
cules.*e closest distance between N+ in C4mim+ and oxygen
in silicon-oxygen tetrahedron is 4.614 Å. *us, C4mim+

cannot form a chemical bond with oxygen in silicon-oxygen
tetrahedron. *e interaction between C4mim+ and water
molecules is also weak because the closest distance between
N+ in C4mim+ and oxygen in water molecules is 4.058 Å. *e
result is totally different with Na-Mt in which chemical bonds
can be formed between Na+ and water into hydration cations
(Figure 3). And the distance between alkyl chain in C4mim+

and oxygen in water is more than 5 Å, weakly force with
water. *e intercalation with organic cations can change the
interlayer of Mt into the organic environment and change it
into hydrophobic from hydrophilic.

4. Conclusions

In conclusion, there are Na+ ions with three energy states in
Mt gallery, which affect the order of organic cations inter-
calating and their position in gallery. XRD and TG-DTAwere
undertaken to characterize the change in basal spacing and
thermal stability of Mt. During the intercalation, the in-
teraction between original cations and structure layer of Mt
keeps changing, and the basal spacing of Mt keeps increasing
until an organic environment has been built in the interlayer
(increased from 12.34 Å to 14.25 Å). Na+ ions with the higher
energy state are more difficult to be exchanged, and organic
cations enter gallery in three steps to occupy the positions of
three kinds of Na+ ions; intercalated organic cations are not
bonded with oxygen in silica tetrahedron while locate stably
above the hexatomic ring in tetrahedron (above octahedron
that aluminum replaced by magnesium); organic cations
intercalated latter have higher stability; no interlayer bonding
water in organic intercalated Mt, rendering a stronger hy-
drophobicity than original Mt. *e role of energy state of Mt
interlayer cations in influencing organic intercalation and its

mechanism is significant in preparation and application of
organic Mt composite materials.
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